UARTIST CHALLENGE OVERVIEW

Get ready to get involved and explore UArts’ resources through the UARTIST Challenge! Choose how you want to engage in life at UArts by completing challenges found in the UArts app under the UARTIST Challenge tile. By completing these activities, you’ll build a solid structure for meaningful artistry at UArts.

To help you navigate this process, choose activities to complete on the UArts app to earn points. The more points you earn, the better the swag you’ll receive at the end of the semester! Complete all four pillars by earning 200 points, and you’ll also be entered into a drawing to win Beats Studio 3 wireless headphones or an Apple iPad. We’ll be notifying students of the swag they’ve won on Friday, Dec. 18, so be sure to earn all of your points prior to Dec. 18.

UARTIST PILLARS

There are four main pillars that hold up the UARTIST and help to provide a solid structure for meaningful artistry. Each of the pillars provides the needed support for a UARTIST’s success throughout their time at UArts.

Through the ways you choose to engage this semester, you’ll begin building and strengthening your pillars through creating a foundation of understanding of how to navigate a virtual UArts, utilizing resources for support, making connections with other UARTISTS and being a positive contributor to our community. Each activity is categorized as corresponding to one of the four UARTIST pillars: Foundations, Connections, Support and Contributor.

HOW IT WORKS + PRIZES

Earn points by completing activities listed on the UArts Challenge tile. The more points you gather, the better the UArts swag you’ll get! Complete all four pillars and be entered to win Beats Studio 3 wireless headphones or an Apple iPad!

COMPLETE FOUNDATIONS PILLAR
50 TOTAL POINTS = UArts phone wallet or UArts lanyard

COMPLETE CONNECTIONS PILLAR
100 TOTAL POINTS = UArts beanie or UArts coffee mug

COMPLETE SUPPORT PILLAR
150 TOTAL POINTS = UArts fleece blanket or UArts fanny pack

COMPLETE CONTRIBUTOR PILLAR
200 TOTAL POINTS = UArts sweatshirt or UArts sweatpants, and be entered to win Beats Studio 3 wireless headphones or an Apple iPad!